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I.B.P.S. CWE-IV  
Probationary Officers / Management Trainees 

PREVIOUS PAPER - 2014

BASED ON MEMORY

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

1. A bakery bakes cake with the expectation that it will earn a profit of 40% by selling each cake at
marked price. But during the delivery to showroom 16% of the cakes were completely damaged and
hence could not be sold. 24% of the cakes were slightly damaged and hence could be sold at 80% of
the cost price. The remaining 60% of the cakes were sold at marked price. What is the percentage
profit in the whole consignment?

1) 3.2  2) 2.4  3) 2.8  4) 4.2  

5) 3.6

2. A professional institute's total expenditure on students for a particular course is partly fixed and partly
varies linearly with the number of students. The average expense per student is Rs.615 when there are
24 students and Rs.465 when there are 40 students. What is the average expense when there are 60
students?

1) Rs.370  2) Rs.450  3) Rs.350 4) Rs.420  

5) Rs.390

3. The ratio of the present ages of A and B is 7 : 9. Six years ago the ratio of
13 of A's age at that time 

and  
13 of B's age at that time was 1 : 2. What will be the ratio of A's to B's age 6 years from now?

1) 4 : 5  2) 14 : 15 3) 6 : 7  4) 18 : 25  

5) 22 : 25

4. A, B and C have to type 506 pages to finish an assignment. A can type a page in 12 minutes. B in 15
minutes and C in 24 minutes. If they divide the task into three parts so that all three of them spend equal
amount of time is typing, what is the number of pages that B should type?

1) 172  2) 176  3) 154  4) 168  

5) 164

Directions (Q.5 - 9): The question consists of a question and two statements I and II given below it. You have
to decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the
statements and choose the appropriate option.

5. What is the base of a triangle PQR with PQ as base?

I. Height and base of the triangle are in the ratio of 3 : 4

II. The area of the triangle is 48 cm2, perimeter 36 cm and height 
23 of the perimeter.

1) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.
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2) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

6. What is the speed of the train?

I. A train crosses another train coming from opposite direction at the speed of 45 kmph in 20 seconds.

II. The train crosses another train running in the same direction at the speed of 42 kmph in 1 minute 18
seconds.

1) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

5) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

7. What is the rate of interest pcpa?

I. An amount invested on simple interest becomes four times in 24 years.

II. The difference between compound interest and simple interest for two years on an amount of
Rs.10000 at the rate of Rs.156.25.

1) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

4) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

8. What is the total strength of Institute X?

I. Out of the total strength of Institute X, 35% are females and rest are males. The number of the
females in Institute X is equal to the number of males in Institute Y.

II. Out of the total strength of Institute Y, the no. of males is 560, which is 28% of the total strength.

1) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.
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9. What is the cost of fencing a rectangular plot along all four sides @ Rs.450 per metre?

I. The area of the plot is 1458 m2, which is 54 times the numerical value of its breadth.

II. The length of the plot is 200% of its breadth and breadth is 50% of its length.

1) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

10. In the figure given below, the perimeter of the circle is 220 cm. What is the area of the shaded portion
in cm2?

7 1
1) 2542   2) 2584  

9 3

1 7
3) 2447   4) 2532  

9 9

2
5) 2376  

3

Directions (Q. 11 - 15): Study the table to answer the given questions.

Percentage of people (male and female) who watch the TV Serials 

out of the total population of the city

City Total Big Bang Arrow Breaking Bad Mentalist

population Theory

of the city

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

P 40000 12 14 22 18 18 20 12 10

Q 20000 10 20 20 16 14 10 15 30

R 50000 18 12 10 22 16 12 16 22

S 30000 16 20 10 20 12 30 18 12

T 50000 22 30 12 14 20 12 15 20

11. What is the difference between the total number of people living in City R, Q and T together who do
not watch Arrow and the total number of people living in these three cities together who watch Arrow?

1) 47200  2) 45300  3) 47400  4) 47600  

5) 45600

12. What is the average number of males who watch Big Bang Theory in all the cities together?

1) 6320 2) 6380 3) 6340 4) 6350

5) 6360

13. The ratio of the total number of males to the total number of females in City P is 5 : 3. What percent
of the female population watches Breaking Bad in City P?
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1 2 1 1
1) 55  2) 55  3) 58  4) 53 

3 3 3 3

2
5) 53 

3

14. The total population (males and females) of City R watching Mentalist is what per cent more than the
total population (male and female) of City T watching the same TV Series?

3 5 4 3
1) 8  2) 8  3) 8  4) 7 

7 7 7 7

4
5) 7 

7

15. What is the ratio of the number of females who watching Breaking Bad in City Q and City S together
to the number of females who watch Mentalist in the same cities together?

1) 59 : 47 2) 55 : 48 3) 59 : 42 4) 55 : 43

5) 59 : 45

16. Raghu invested a certain sum in Scheme X for 4 years. Scheme X offers simple interest @ 12 pcpa for
the first two years and compound interest (compounded annually) @ 20 pcpa for the next two years.
The total interest earned by him after 4 years is Rs.11016. What was the sum invested by Raghu in
Scheme X?

1) Rs.17400 2) Rs.18400 3) Rs.16200 4) Rs.11400

5) Rs.9400

Directions (Q. 17): This question is based on the graph below.

Number of male and female teachers in four schools.

17. What is the difference between the average number of male and female teachers in the given
schools?

1) 10 2) 20 3) 5 4) 25 

5) 15
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Directions (18 - 22): In this question two equations numbered I & II are given below. You have to solve both
the equations and find out the correct option.

18. I. 6x2 + 41x + 63 = 0 II. 4y2 + 8y + 3 = 0

1) Relationship between x and y cannot be established    2) x ≥ y 

3) x < y 4) x > y 

5) x ≤ y

19. I. x2 + 10x + 24 = 0 II. 4y2 - 17y + 18 = 0

1) x ≤ y 

2) x ≥ y

3) Relationship between x and y cannot be established.

4) x > y 

5) x < y

20. I. 24x2 + 38x + 15 = 0 II. 12y2 + 28y + 15 = 0

1) x ≤ y  2) x > y 3) x ≥ y 4) x < y

5) Relationship between x and y cannot be established.

21. I. 3x2 - 20x - 32 = 0 II. 2y2 - 3y - 20 = 0

1) x < y

2) x ≤ y

3) x > y 

4) Relationship between x and y cannot be established.

5) x ≥ y

22. I. x2 − 20x + 91 = 0 II. y2 - 32y + 247 = 

1) x > y 

2) Relationship between x and y cannot be established

3) x ≥ y  

4) x ≤ y 

5) x < y

Directions (Q. 23): In the figure given below:

GHI is an equilateral triangle with side 14 cm. G is the midpoint of JL. What is the area of a shaded
portion (in cm2)?
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23. 1) 56√
3 2) 70 √

3 3) 35 √
3  4) 49 √

3 

5) 42 √
3 

Directions (Q. 24 - 28): Refer to the pie-chart and answer the given questions:

Distribution of the total number of novels

(Romantic and Horror) sold by 7 stores.

Total number = 63000

Distribution of the total number of Romantic novel sold by 7 stores

Total number = 36000

24. What is the ratio of the number of novels (Romantic and Horror) sold by store E to the total number of
Horror novels sold by stores C and F together?

1) 35 : 32 2) 45 : 32 3) 35 : 24 4) 35 : 26

5) 45 : 34

25. What is the average number of Horror novels sold by stores B, C and F together?

1) 2960 2) 3060 3) 2680 4) 3240

5) 3180

26. What is the central angle corresponding to the number of novels (Romantic and Horror) sold by store
B?

1) 68.2° 2) 72.6° 3) 62.4° 4) 64.8°

4) 70.8°

27. The number of novels (Romantic and Horror) sold by Store F is what per cent less than the total
number of Romantic novels sold by stores B and G together?
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2 1 2 1
1) 51  2) 53  3) 55  4) 58 

3 3 3 3

1
5) 56 

3

28. What is the difference between the total number of Romantic novels sold by stores A, D and G
together and the total number of Horror novels sold by the same stores together?

1) 2000 2) 1600 3) 2400 4) 1800 

5) 2200

29. A, B and C started a business investing Rs.42000, Rs.30000, and Rs.28000 respectively. After 4 months
A withdrew Rs.12000, B withdrew Rs.6000 and C withdrew Rs.8000. If after 10 months a total profit
of Rs.46420 is earned, what is the share of C?

1) Rs.12580 2) Rs.13160 3) Rs.13020 4) Rs.12540

5) Rs.12760

Directions (Q. 30 - 34): Study the following information to answer the questions.

In an organisation there are 1700 employees. The organisation has five departments - HR, Finance,
Marketing, Administration and Manufacturing. Out of the total number of female employees in the
organisation, 34% work in HR department, 20% work in Marketing Department, 18% work in Finance
department and remaining 224 female employees work in Administration department. Manufacturing
department has no female employees. Out of the total number of male employees is the organisation. 12%
work in HR department, 35% work in Finance department, 10% work in Administration department and the
remaining employees work in Manufacturing department.

30. If the male employees in Finance department increase by 10%, the male employees in Administration
department increase 20%, 23 male employees join Manufacturing department and the number of male
employees in HR and Marketing department remains the same, what is the percentage increase in the
number of male employees in the organisation?

4 1 5 2
1) 7  2) 7  3) 7  4) 7 

9 9 9 9

5) None of these

31. The total number of male employees working in Marketing and finance department together is what
percent of the total number of employees (male and female) working in these two departments
together? (Round off to numerical integers).

1) 66 2) 63 3) 62 4) 60 

5) 70

32. If 26 male employees from HR department are transferred to Administration department and 28 female
employees from Administration department are transferred to HR department, what is the ratio of the
number of male employees to the number of female employees in Administration department after the
transfer of employees?

1) 23 : 49 2) 29 : 49 3) 25 : 49 4) 23 : 47

5) 25 : 47

33. What is the average number of employees (male and female) who work in Manufacturing, Marketing
and Administration departments together?

1) 360 2) 392 3) 302 4) 368 

5) 386
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34. If equal number of female employees and male employees working in Finance department leave the
job, the ratio of the number of male employees working in Finance department to the number of female
employees working in the same department reduces to 40 : 19. What is the total number of employees
working in Finance department who left the job?

1) 20 2) 60 3) 30 4) 50

5) 40

35. A boat takes 35 minutes less to travel 28 km downstream than it takes to travel the same distance
upstream. If the speed of the boat in still water is 14 kmph, what is the speed of the stream? (in kmph)

1) 2.5  2) 6.5  3) 2  4) 9.5  

5) 10.5

Directions (Q. 36 - 40): In the following number series, only one number is wrong. Find out the wrong
number.

36. 41   45   61   87   181   261   405

1) 181  2) 97  3) 261  4) 61  

5) 45

37. 16   30   58   114   226   496   898

1) 58  2) 226  3) 30  4) 114  

5) 496

38. 15   21.5   46.5   145   585.5   2933  17603.5

1) 585.5  2) 2933  3) 46.5  4) 145  

5) 21.5

39. 5   6   16   57   246   1245   7506

1) 16  2) 6  3) 1245  4) 246  

5) 57

40. 2   13   46   145   452   1333   4006

1) 1333  2) 452  3) 46  4) 145  

5) 13

41. There are two vessels A and B. Vessel A is containing 40 litres of pure milk and vessel B is containing
22 litres of pure water. From vessel A, 8 litres of milk is taken out and poured into vessel B. Then
6 litres of mixture (milk and water) is taken out and from vessel B poured into vessel A. What is the
ratio of the quantity of pure milk in vessel A to the quantity of pure water in vessel B?

1) 14 : 9  2) 21 : 11  3) 24 : 13  4) 14 : 5  

5) 21 : 13

42. It takes 24 seconds for a train travelling at 93 kmph to cross entirely another train half its length
travelling opposite direction at 51 kmph. It passes a bridge in 66 seconds. what is the length of the
bridge? (in m)

1) 1065  2) 1600  3) 1705  4) 1580  

5) None of these

43. A rectangular plot, 36 m long and 28 m broad, has two concrete roads 5 m wide running in the middle
of the park, one parallel to the length and the other parallel to the breadth. What would be the total cost
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of gravelling the plot, excluding the area covered by the roads @ Rs.3.60 per sq.m?

1) Rs.2772.20  2) Rs.2466.60  3) Rs.2654.40 4) Rs.2332.60  

5) Rs.2566.80

Directions (Q. 44 - 45): Study the following table to answer the given questions.

Number of girls studying IT and Electronics Engineering from Five colleges.

College IT Electronics

A 240 315

B 350 285

C 260 225

D 325 255

E 275 220

44. The total number of girls studying IT Engineering from college B, C and D together in by what percent
more than the total number of girls studying Electronics Engineering from these three colleges?

2 1 2 5
1) 22  2) 23  3) 22  4) 23 

9 9 3 9

1
5) 23 

3

45. What percent of the girls in college C study Electronics Engineering out of the girls studying IT and
Electronics Engineering? (rounded off to the nearest integer)

1) 46  2) 52  3) 51  4) 42  

5) 49

Directions (Q. 46 - 50): Study the following graph carefully to answer the given questions.

Number of flats booked in HIG, MIG and LIG categories from different cities in 2004)

46. If for Aurangabad the number of HIG flats booked in 2005 was more than that in 2004 by 15%, the
number of MIG flats booked in 2005 was more than that in 2004 by 10% and the number of LIG flats
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booked in 2005 was more than that in 2004 by 20% then what was the total number of flats booked in
Aurangabad in 2005?

1) 1565  2) 1521  3) 1625  4) 1642  

5) 1541

47. Out of the LIG flats booked from Chandigarh, 35% were by employees of a Financial Institution and
out of the remaining flats, those booked by officers from a software company and HRM department of
Government of India were in the ratio of 6 : 7. What was the total no. of LIG flats booked by officers
from the software company?

1) 130  2) 120  3) 160  4) 140  

5) 150

48. The total number of MIG flats booked in Mangalore, Baroda and Nagpur is by what per cent more than
the total number of LIG flats booked from these three cities together? (rounded off to the nearest
integer)

1) 37  2) 35  3) 39  4) 32  

5) 34

49. What is the difference between the total number of MIG flats booked in Allahabad, Mangalore, Nagpur
and Aurangabad together and the total number of LIG flats booked in these four cities together?

1) 420  2) 480  3) 460  4) 360  

5) 260

50. What is the ratio of the total number of flats (all three types) booked in Allahabad to that in Baroda?

1) 54 : 49  2) 51 : 46  3) 54 : 47  4) 58 : 49  

5) 55 : 48

REASONING

Directions: (Q.51 - 55): Each of the question below consists of a question and two statements numbered
I and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements are sufficient to answer
the question. Read both statements and choose the most appropriate option.

51. How many persons are standing between L and K in a straight line of 19 persons? (Note: All are
standing in a line, facing north)

I. Y stands on the extreme left end of the line. Only five persons and stand between K and R. Only four
persons stand between of the line.

II. J stands exactly in the middle of the line. Only two persons stand between I and J. Only five
persons stand between I and L. I stands to the left of L. K stands third to the left of J.

1) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

3) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

52. Among six persons A, B, C, D, E and F standing around a circle, some of them are facing the centre
while others are facing outside (i.e. opposite to the centre). What is the position of A with respect to E?
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(Note: Facing the same direction means, if one is facing the centre then the other is also facing the
centre and vice versa. Facing the opposite directions means, if one is facing the centre then the other is
facing outside and vice versa).

I. C stands second to the right of E. E faces outside. C is an immediate neighbour of both D and B. F
stands second to the left of D. D faces the same direction as E.

II. Only two persons stand between B and E. Both B and E face outside. E is an immediate neighbour
of both D and F. B is an immediate neighbour C and A. A is not an immediate neighbour of D.

1) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

2) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

53. How is X related to N?

I. X is mother of J. T is married to Z, N is daughter of T. Z is brother of J.

II. X is married to Y. Y is father of J. J is married to L. J is uncle of N.

1) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question. while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

5) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

54. Among mobiles R, S, T, U, V and W, which is the costliest?

I. T is costlier than only two mobiles. S is costlier than R but not the costliest. V is costlier than only
W.

II. R is cheaper than only two mobile. V is costlier than W but cheaper than T. T is cheaper than R. S
is cheaper than U.

1) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the questions, while the date in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

55. In a six-storey building (consisting of floors numbered 1 to 6, wherein the topmost floor is number 6
and the ground floor is number 1) each of the six friends, namely M, N, O, P, Q and R lives on a
different floor (not necessarily in the same order). Who amongst them lives on the lower mostfloor?

I. M lives on floor number five. Only two persons live between M and N. Q lives immediately above
P.
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II. P lives on floor number three. Only two persons live between P and O. N lives immediately above
R. N lives on an even-numbered floor.

1) The data even in both statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question.

2) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

3) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question.

4) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question.

5) The data in both statements I and II together are necessary to answer the question.

Directions (Q. 56 - 61): In this questions are given four statements followed by five conclusions, one of
which definitely does not logically follow conclusions, one of which definitely does not logically follow
(or is not a possibility of occurrence) from the given statements. That conclusions is your answer.

(Note: You have to take the four given statements to be true even it they seem to be at variance with
commonly known facts and then decide which of the given conclusions logically does not follow from the
given statements disregarding commonly known facts)

56. Statements: No toy is a doll

All guns are toys

All houses are dolls

All dolls are baskets

Conclusions: 1) all baskets are toys

2) No gun is a house

3) All guns being baskets in a possibility

4) All houses are baskets

5) No doll is a gum

57. Statements: Some logics are reasons

All reasons are arguments

All arguments are flights

No fight is a discussion

Conclusions: 1) All discussions being logic is a possibility

2) No discussion is an argument

3) All logics being discussions is a possibility

4) All reasons are fights

5) No reason is a discussion

58. Statements: All references are mails

All mentions are references

All comments are mentions

No mail is a declaration

Conclusions: 1) No reference is a declaration

2) All comments are mails
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3) No mention is a declaration

4) All declarations being comments is a possibility

5) At least some mails are mentions

59. Statements: Some moments are flashes

All moments are seconds

All flashes are instances

No instance is an hour

Conclusions: 1) All hours being seconds is a possibility

2) No second is a flash

3) No hour is a flash

4) At least some moments are instances

5) At least some seconds are instances

60. Statements: All circles are spheres

All spheres are rectangles.

No rectangle is a pyramid

No pyramid is a triangle

Conclusions: 1) At least some circles are pyramids

2) All triangles being circles is a possibility

3) All rectangles being triangles is a possibility

4) At least some rectangles are circle

5) No pyramid is a sphere

61. Statements: No hotel is a motel

All motels are apartments

All apartments are inns

No inn is a guesthouse

Conclusions: 1) All hotels being inns is a possibility

2) No motel is a guest house

3) All hotels being apartments is a possibility

4) No motel is an inn

5) No guesthouse is an apartment

Directions (Q. 62): Read the following statements carefully and answer the given question.

Cocoa and chocolate products have been used as medicine in many cultures for centuries. Chocolate is
made from plants, which means it contains many of the health benefits of leafy vegetables.

62. Which of the following statements weakness the above argument?

A) Dark chocolate contains a large number of antioxidant which slow down the ageing process

B) A small study revealed that regular intake of chocolate increases insulin sensivity, thus lowering the
chances of diabetes.
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C) Green leafy vegetables have substances which protect skin from UV rays

D) Chocolates have three types of fats, one of which increases the cholesterol level.

E) Cocoa increases blood flow to the retina, thus giving a boost to vision.

1) Only D 2) Only A and D 

3) Only C 4) None of the given statements 

5) Both C and D

Directions (Q. 63 - 68): Study the following information and answer the questions.

Seven friends, namely L, M, N, O, P, q and R, like different animated movies, namely Finding Nemo,
Rio, Frozen, Up, Lion King, Shrek and Cars, but not necessarily in the same order. Each friend also has a
presentation on topics of different subjects, namely Civics, History, English, Geography, Chemistry, Physics
and Biology but not necessarily in the same order.

Q has a presentation on Civics and likes neither Frozen nor up. The one who likes Finding Nemo has
a presentation on History. L likes Rio and has a presentation neither on Geography nor on Chemistry. The one
who likes Cars has a presentation on Biology. M has a presentation on Physics and does not like Up. The one
who likes Up does not have a presentation on Chemistry> O likes Lion King. R does not have a presentation
on History and does not like Up. P does not like Up.

63. On which of the following subjects does P have a presentation?

1) Chemistry 2) English 

3) Biology 4) Other than those given as options 

5) Geography

64. Four of the following five form a group as per the given arrangement. Which of the following does not
belong to that group?

1) R-Cars 2) Q-Shrek 3) N-Up 4) M-Frozen 

5) P-Rio

65. Which of the following combinations is definitely correct?

1) N-Chemistry 2) R-History 

3) L-English 4) All the given combinations are definitely correct

5) P-Geography

66. Which of the following combinations of movie and subject is definitely correct with respect to N?

1) Up - Chemistry 2) Other than those given as options

3) Shrek - Geography 4) Up - Geography

5) Finding Nemo -History

67. Four of the following five form a group as per the given arrangement. Which of the following does not
belong to that group?

1) Biology - Cars 2) Chemistry - Lion King

3) Civics - Shark 4) English - Frozen

5) Geography - up

68. Which of the following movies does Q like?

1) Shrek 2) Other than those given as options

3) Finding Nemo 4) Lion King 

5) Cars
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Directions (Q. 69): The given information is followed by two statements. Read them carefully and answer
the given questions.

69. Many parents have written a plea to the administration department of school X to discontinue the rule
of wearing ties to school.

A) The school has kept different coloured ties for different academic scores as part of their uniform.
Thus the low-scoring children of school feel discriminated.

B) The sports uniform of the school does not have a tie; it is to be worn only a Wednesdays.

1) Statement A weakens but Statement B strengthens the argument

2) Both Statement A and Statement B weaken the argument

3) Statement B weakens but Statement A strengthens the argument

4) Both Statement A and Statement B strengthen the argument

5) Statement A strengthens the argument and Statement B is a neutral statement

Directions (Q. 70 - 75): In the given questions, assuming the given statements to be true. Find which of the
given four conclusions numbered I, II, III and IV is/ are definitely true and give your answer accordingly.

70. Statement: S > M ≥ D > H ≤ R ≤ T < W

Conclusions: I. S > H II. W > H

III. R < W IV. M > T

1) Only I, II and III are true 2) Only II is true

3) Only I and II are true 4) Only I and either II or IV are true

5) All I, II, III and IV are true

71. Statements: M > U > L ≤ N;  L ≥ Y ≥ A

Conclusions: I. Y < N II. M > N 

III. N = Y IV. M > A

1) Only either II or III is true 2) Only IV and either I or III are true

3) Only IV is true 4) Only II irs true

5) Only III is true

72. Statements: J ≥ A ≥ D ≤ E;  L < A < M 

Conclusions: I. M < J II. J > L

III. D > L IV. E < M

1) Only II is true 2) Only I and III are true

3) None is true 4) Only II and IV are true 

5) Only I and II are true

73. Statements: Y > F ≤ O ≤ P;  F ≥ U < T

Conclusions: I. Y > P II. T < F 

III. O > T IV. P < U

1) Only I is true 2) Only II is true

3) Only III is true 4) None is true 

5) Only I and IV are true
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74. Statement: M > H ≤ Y ≤ R < U = Z ≥ E 

Conclusions: I. M > R II. Z ≤ R 

III. R > E IV. Z > H

1) Only I and II are true 2) Only IV is true

3) None is true 4) Only II and IV are true

5) Only II and III are true

75. Statement: P > Q ≤ C ≤ B = M > D 

Conclusions: I. M > Q II. D ≤ Q 

III. M = Q IV. C > D

1) None is true 2) Only IV is true 

3) Only either I are III is true 4) Only II and I are true 

5) Only I is true

Directions (Q. 76 - 82): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a square table in such a way that four of them sit at four
corners of the square while four sit in the middle of each of the four sides. The ones who sit at the four
corners face the centre of the table while those who sit in the middle of the sides face outside. Each of them
likes a different subject, viz. Mathematics, Hindi, English, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, History and
Geography. (None the information given is necessarily in the same order)

★ C sits third to the left of the one who likes Geography. the one who likes Geography faces outside. Only
two persons sit between C and H.

★ The one who likes Mathematics sits on the immediate right of H. The one who likes Chemistry sits
second to the right of G. G does not like Geography.

★ Only one person sits between A and the one who likes Chemistry.

★ D sits on the immediate left of the one who like Physics. G does not like Physics.

★ E likes History. E is not an immediate neighbour of A.

★ The one who likes Hindi is an immediate neighbour of E.

★ The one who likes Biology is an immediate neighbour of F.

76. Who among the following sits diagonally opposite the one who likes Mathematics?

1) The one who likes Hindi 2) D 

3) A 4) The one who likes English 

5) The one who likes Biology

77. Who among the following represent the immediate  neighbours of the one who likes Chemistry?

1) B, F 2) C, E 3) B, E 4) D, F 

5) F, H

78. Who among the following sits exactly between H and B?

1) C 2) The one who likes Hindi 

3) The one who likes English 4) G 

5) A
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79. Which of the following is true regarding B?

1) B is one of the immediate neighbours of D

2) The one who likes Geography is an immediate neighbour of B

3) B sits second to the left of H

4) B likes History

5) B is an immediate neighbour of the one who likes Mathematics

80. What is the position of the one who likes Physics with respect of G?

1) Second to the left 2) Third to the right 

3) Fourth to the left 4) Second to the right 

5) Third to the left

81. Which of the following subjects does D like?

1) Biology 2) Mathematics 3) Hindi 4) Chemistry 

5) English

82. Who among the following likes Geography?

1) B 2) F 3) H 4) A

5) D

Directions (Q. 83 - 85): Read the following information and the sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F)
given below it carefully and answer the questions.

Scientist are worried that using very high concentration of repellents, a fogging agent is rendering
mosquitoes more and more resistant. this is making the repellent ineffective over time.

A. Resistance development among mosquitoes is higher than all other insects. This shows that mosquitoes
are more adaptive than other insect.

B. If the increase in concentration of repellent does not stop, it would end up becoming so toxic that it
would endanger the health of humans as well as the ecosystem as a whole.

C. In places where increased concentration of mosquito repellents are used, mosquito control is more
effective than in other areas.

D. While regular-concentration mosquito repellent must be sold at a subsidised price on government
orders, the one with high concentration only helps make good profits.

E. The government should make a policy regarding the limits to concentration of mosquito repellents and
ensure its strict implementation.

F. Development of resistance against repellent drugs is naturally present in mosquitoes and does not
depend on the amount of repellent used.

83. Which of the given statements weakens the given information?

1) A 2) D 3) E 4) B 

5) F

84. The development of resistance amongst mosquitoes may be purposefully done by the mosquito -
repellent producing companies. - An industry expert Which of the given statements substantiates the
experts comment.

1) Both C and D 2) Only C 3) Only B 4) Only D 

5) Only A
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85. Which of the following represents consequence of the increased concentration of repellents?

1) F 2) D 3) A 4) B 

5) C

Directions (Q. 86): Read the given information and answer the question.

Recently a youth was shifted to another hospital from hospital ABC due to food poisoning. The patient
had been admitted in hospital ABC for Malaria. "Because no outside food is allowed in the hospital
premises, we are very sure that it was the food provided by the hospital staff that led to the food poisoning".
A statement by the parents of the youth.

86. Which of the following can be a course of action to avoid such a mishap?

1) The parents of the patients should be given a compensation to ensure that the hospital is not
criticised in any way.

2) The reason for the food poisoning should be identified and the food provided in the hospital should
be inspected regularly.

3) Local vendors which provide fruits, vegetables and other eatables to the hospital must be questioned.

4) CCTV cameras should be installed in the hospital cafeteria to ensure that spoilt food is not
provided to the patients.

5) Patients should be asked to bring food from their houses rather than provide it at the hospital so that
if such a case occurs again the hospital will not be responsible.

Directionssd (Q. 87 - 92): Read the given information and answer the questions.

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input line of words and numbers it arranges
them following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. (All the
numbers are two- digit numbers)

Input: left 46 burn 82 95 part 72 vibe bold 49 mint 59

Step I: 95 left 46 burn 82 part 72 vibe 49 mint 59 bold

Step II: 82 95 left 46 part 72 vibe 49 mint bold burn

Step III: 72 82 95 46 part vibe 49 mint 59 bold burn left

Step IV: 59 72 82 95 46 part vibe 49 bold burn left mint

Step V: 49 59 72 82 95 46 vibe hold burn left mint part

Step VI: 46 49 59 72 82 95 bold burn left mint part

Step VI: 46 49 59 72 82 95 bold burn left mint part vibe

Step VI is the last step of the above arrangement as the intended output of arrangement is obtained.

As per the rules followed in the given steps, find the appropriate steps for the given input.

Input: 29 cone 42 pale fear 39 67 fame 32 weld 77 turn.

87. Which step number is the following output? 

77 29 42 pale fear 39 67 fame 32 weld turn cone

1) I 2) II 3) VI 4) IV

5) There in no such step

88. What is the position of 'fame' from the right of '67' in the second-last step?

1) Eighth 2) Third 3) Fifth 4) Ninth

5) Seventh
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89. Which of the following is the fifth element to the right of "29" in Step II?

1) cone 2) turn 3) fame 4) 39

5) 32

90. How many elements are there between '77' and 'weld' in the last step?

1) Five 2) Three 3) One 4) Four

5) Two

91. In step II, which element(s) appear(s) exactly between 'pale' and '32'?

1) Only 'weld' 2) Both 'weld' and '42'

3) Both 'fear' and '39' 4) Only 'fear'

5) only '39'

92. Which of the following represents the first two and the last two elements in the third-last step?

1) 32, 39 pale, weld 2) 39, 42, fear, pale

3) 29, 32, pale, turn 4) 29, 32, pale, weld

5) 32, 39, fear, pale

Directions (Q. 93 - 94): Read the given information carefully and answer the given question.

Point N is 8m to the west of Point Q. Point P is 4m to the south of Point O. Point Q is 4m to the east
of Point P. Point R is 6m to the north of Point Q. Point S is 8m to the west of Point R. Point T is 2m to the
south of Point S.

93. How far and in which direction is Point T from Point N?

1) 4m to the east 2) 8m to the west

3) 4m to the west 4) 8m to the east

5) 6m to the south

94. If point T is 4m to the north of point E, then what is the distance between E and Q?

1) 11m 2) 8m 3) 15m 4) 5m

5) 9m

95. Read the given information carefully and answer the question:

"People do not prefer working in private organisations today as private organisations do not provide
any king of job security."- Statement by a citizen of Country A.

Which of the following negates the statement made by the citizen?

1. Some private companies in country A are very good paymasters and pay their employees well as long
as their employees have good performance.

2) Many private organisations expect employees to work for them in order to ensure that the work is
compared with others.

3)  Private companies can take the liberty of firing employees based on their performance.

4) It has been noticed recently that private organisations take a lot of effort to retain their employees to
get benefit from their experience.

5) Some private organisations prefer recruiting fresh graduates to extract more work in comparatively
lesser pay.
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96. Read the given information and answer the question:

During peak hours the local trains of city M are chaotic. Generally, peak hours are a specific time
period in the morning when every one goes to work and in the evening when people return. Some
people feel that the state government has not taken any measures in the past two years to deal with the
situation.

Which of the the following weakens the perceptions of the people?

1) In the past one year the state government has increased the frequency of trains in peak hours and has
also increased the number of passengers per train.

2) In the past two years the state government has received many petitions signed by the locals of city
M travelling by trains, suggesting that much improvement is required in the current conditions of the
trains.

3) The first-class passengers of the local trains feel that their plight is worse than that of the second
class passengers in the trains.

4) As the population of the city is ever increasing due to high rate of migration and better job
opportunity, there is a surge in the number of people travelling by trains.

5) A passenger has given a statement that 20 year ago it was possible to get inside the train.

Directions (Q. 97 - 100): Study the following information to answer the given questions.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting in a straight line equidistant from each other (but not necessarily
in the same order). Some of them are facing south while some are facing north.

(Note: Facing the same direction means, if one is facing north then the other is also facing north and
vice versa. Facing the opposite directions means if one is facing north then the other is facing south and vice
versa).

H faces north. C sits at one of the extreme ends of the line. A sits third to the left of C. D is not an
immediate neighbour of C. G sits third to the right of A. B sits on the immediate right of G. B does not sit at
any of the extreme ends of the line. Only one person sits between F and D. G sits second to the left of F. E
sits second to the right of B. Both the immediate neighbours of G face the same direction. Both the
immediate neighbours of A face the opposite directions. E faces the same direction as B.

97. Who amongst the following sits second to the right of F?

1) H 2) D 3) C 4) G

5) A

98. Which of the following is true with respect to the given information?

1) G sits at one of the extreme ends of the line 2) B sits exactly between A and F

3) B sits third to the right of E 4) A faces north

5) A sits second to the left of B.

99. How many persons in the given arrangement are facing North?

1) Four 2) One 3) Three 4) Two

5) More than four

100. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which of the following does
not belong to the group?

1) B, A 2) D, C 3) E, B 4) A, E

5) G, F
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (Q. 101 - 110): Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given. Certain
words have been given in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

Today, emerging markets account for more than half of world GDP on the basis of purchasing power,
according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF). In the 1990s, it was about a third. In the late 1990s, 30%
of countries in the developing world managed to increase their output per person faster than America did, thus
achieving what is called "catch-up-growth". That catching up was some what lackadaisical: the gap closed at
just 1.5% a year. Some of this was due to slower growth in America; most was not. The most impressive
growth was in four of the biggest emerging economies: Brazil, Russia, India and China BRICs). These
economies have grown in different ways and for dirrerent reasons. The remarkable growth of emerging
markets in general and BRICs in particular transformed the global economy in many ways, some wrenching.

Commodity prices particularly soared and the cost of manufacture and labour sank. A growing and
vastly more accessible pool of labour in emerging ecomonies played a part in both wage stagnation and
rising income inequality in rich ones. Global poverty rates tumbled. Gaping economic imbalances fuelled an
era of financial vulnerability and laid the groundwork for global crisis. The shift towards the emerging
economies will continue. But its most tumultuous phase seems to have more or less reached its end. Growth
rates have dropped. the nature of their growth is in the process of changing, too, and its new mode will have
fewer direct effects on the rest of the world. The likelihood of growth in other emerging economies having
and effect in the near future comparable to that of BRICs in the recent past is low. The emerging giants will
grow larger, and their ranks will swell but their tread will no longer shake the Earth as once it did.

After the 1990s there followed 'convergence with a vengeance'. China's pivot towards liberalisation and
global markets came at a propitious time in terms of politics, business and technology. Rich economies were
feeling relaxed about globalisation and current account deficits. America, booming and confident, was not
troubled by the growth of Chinese industry of by off-shoring jobs to India. And the technology etc necessary
to assemble and maintain complex supply chains were coming into their own, allowing firms to spread their
operations between countries and across oceans. The tumbling costs of shipping and communication sparked
globalisation's "second unbundling" (the first was the simple ability to provide consumers in one place with
goods from another). As longer supply chains infiltrated and connected places with large and fast-growing
working-age populations, enormous quantities of cheap new labour became accessible. Advanced economies
added about 160m non-farm jobs between 1980 and 2010. In 2007 China's economy expanded by an
eye-popping 14.2%. India managed 10.1% growth, Russia 8.5% and Brazil 6.1%. The IMF now reckons there
will be slowdown in growth. China will grow by just 7.8% in 2013, India by 5.6% and Russia and Brazil by
2.5%.

Other countries have impressive growth potential. The "Nest 11" (N11) includes Bangladesh,
Indonesia, Mexico, Nigeria and Turkey. But there are various reasons to think that this N11 cannot have an
impact on the same scale as that of the BRICs. The first is that these economies are smaller. The N11 has a
population of just over 1.3 billion- less than half that of BRICs. The second is that the N11 is richer now than
the BRICs were back in the day. The third reason that the performance of the BRICs cannot be repeated is the
very success of that performance. The world economy in much larger than it used to be - twice as big in real
terms as it was in 1992, according to IMF figures. But whether or not the world can build on a remarkable
era of growth will depend in large part on whether the new giants tread a path towards greater global
co-operation - or stumble, fall and, in times of tumult and in the worst case, fight.

101. According to the passage, which of the following is a reason for the author's prediction regarding N11
countries?

1) N11 countries are poorer, have less resources than BRIC countries and do not have much scope to
grow.

2) The size of these countries is too great to fuel a high rate of growth as expected by BRICs countries.
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3) This world economy is so large that the magnitude of growth from these countries will have to be
huge to equal the growth of BRICs.

4) These economies are agricultural and have not opened up their economies yet so their scope of
growth is greater than that of BRICs.

5) Other than those given as options

102. What is the author's view of globalisation's "second unbundling"?

1) It proved beneficial since it created a large number of jobs and tremendous growth in cross-border
trade.

2) It disturbed the fragile balance of power among BRIC nations and caused internal strife.

3) It caused untold damage to America's economy since it restricted the spread of America farms off
shore.

4) It proved most beneficial for the agricultural sector, creating huge employment opportunities.

5) Citizens in advanced countries became much better off than those in emerging economies.

103. Choose the word which is most nearly the SAME in meaning as the word TUMBLING given in bold
as used in the passage.

1) jumbling 2) confusing 3) reducing 4) dilapidated

5) hurrying

104. What do the comparative statistics of 2007 and 2013 for BRIC countries published by the IMF as cited
in the passage indicate?

1) BRIC economies will contribute less to global growth.

2) As the population of these countries grows, its growth rate is filling.

3) The financial practices followed by these countries will continue to pay rich dividends.

4) These countries are creating global financial imbalances to the detriment of smaller developing
economies like Africa.

5) IMF forecasts of growth rate for these countries have not been fulfiled.

105. What effect did rising economies of BRICs have on the global economy?

1) It helped stabilise the global economy and insulate it from the fallout of the global financial crisis.

2) Labour became more highly skilled and wages were alarmingly increased, reducing the off shoring
of jobs to developing countries.

3) Though worldwide poverty rates tumbled, the gap between the rich and the poor in rich economies
increased.

4) The cost of living and level of inflation in these countries were maintained at low levels.

5) All the given options are effects of the rise in BRIC economies.

106. What does the phrase "Their ranks will swell but their tread will no longer shake the Earth as it once
did" convey in the context of the passage?

1) While many countries will try and achieve the same rate of growth as BRICs as BRICs they will not
succeed.

2) The growth of BRIC countries has changed the world's economy in ways that any further growth
will not have such a disruptive effect on the world economy.

3)  Developing countries have strengthened their fiscal systems in such a way that they will not be
shaken to such a great extent again.
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4) Poverty may increase as the gap between the rich and the poor increase but it will never reach the
same levels as prior to the crisis.

5) Citizens in advanced countries became much better off then those in emerging economies.

107. Which of the following best describes 'catch-up growth'?

1) Emerging economies tried but failed to catch up with America, which always grew at a higher
growth rate.

2) The size of emerging economies and their purchasing power has caught up with and now exceeds
the rich countries together.

3) The growth of the American economy determines the growth of emerging economies.

4) From the later half of 1990s onwards emerging economies outdid America in terms of output
perperson.

5) None of the given statements describes 'catch up growth'.

108. Which of the following can said about 'convergence with a vengeance'?

a) After the 1990s advanced economies like America were open to the idea of free trade and
globalisation.

b) There were huge technology advances which were conductive to allowing businesses to spread their
area operations.

c) Rich economies felt threatened by the competition from China.

1) Only (A) 2) Only (B) 3) Only (C) 4) Only (A) and (B)

5) Only (B) and (C)

109. Choose the word which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the word EXPANDED given in bold as used in
the passage.

1) widened 2) pressured 3) delayed 4) shrunk

5) frightened

110. What is the author's main objective in writing the passage?

a) To urge emerging economies to deal with growth, which can be disruptive, maturely and without
conflict.

b) To point out that while the period of growth of BRICs was disruptive this disruption has almost come
to a close.

c) To criticise advanced economies for their handling of growth and promoting competition and
conflict in certain regions

1) Only (A) and (B) 2) Only (A) 3) Only (C) 4) All (A), (B) and (C)

5) Only (B) and (C)

Directions (Q. 111 - 115): Which of the phrases given against the sentence should replace the word/ phrase
given in bold in the sentence to make it grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as it is given and no
correction is required, mark (5), i.e. (No correction required), as the answer.

111. Top managers are often stymied by the difficult of managing conflict.

1) difficulties of managing 2) difficulty for managing

3) difficulty for management 4) difficult of management

5) No correction required
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112. Reaching collective decisions based on individual preferences is an imperfect science.

1) based for 2) based 3) in 4) based in

5) No correction required

113. Hollywood bare escaped being totally sidelines by the rise of television.

1) bare escapism 2) barely escapism 3) bare escapes 4) barely escaped

5) No correction required

114. Taking good decisions and implement those quickly are the hallmarks of high-performing
organisations.

1) implementation quickly 2) implementing quick

3) implementing these quickly 4) quick implementing those

5) No correction required

115. Innovation have always been the top corporate agenda.

1) has always 2) had being 3) has always been 4) always been

5) No correction required.

Directions (Q. 116 - 120): Rearrange the six sentences denoted by A, B, C, D, E and F to make a
meaningful seven sentences paragraph together with the first sentence marked as no.1. and then answer the
given questions.

(1) So how is global competition changing companies?

(A) For example, a group with a Europe-wide pay freeze may have to be flexible enough to authorise salary
increases to specialists and managers in developing countries, who are still able to jump ship for a
better offer.

(B) Second, the emerging-market companies as well as established multinational are rivals, - there is no
way these can be ignored.

(C) First, businesses are having to respond faster than before to pay changes.

(D) A case in point today is Africa, where rapid growth in key countries, notable Nigeria, has persuaded
many business people that the continents time may finally have arrived.

(E) The sight of well-paid expatriate foreign managers inspires the local Indian executives to ask for more
and employers have to respond.

(F) So much countries where people move easily-like India-are seeing executive pay rising rapidly.

116. Which of the following should be the LAST (SEVENTH) sentence after the rearrangement?

1) F 2) E 3) D 4) C 

5) B

117. Which of the following should be the FOURTH sentence after the rearrangement?

1) A 2) B 3) C 4) D 

5) F

118. Which of the following should be the FIFTH sentence after the rearrangement?

1) A 2) B 3) C 4) E 

5) F
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119. Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after the rearrangement?

1) A 2) B 3) C 4) E 

5) F

120. Which of the following should be the THIRD sentence after the rearrangement?

1) A 2) B 3) C 4) D 

5) E

Directions (Q. 121 - 130): Read the following passage carefully and answer the given questions. Certain
words have been given in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

The new economy has ushered in great business opportunities - and great turmoil. Most traditional
organisations have accepted, in theory at least, that they must either change or die. Even giants such as
eMBay, Amazon.com, and America Online recognise that they need to manage the changes associated with
rapid entrepreneurial growth. Despite some individual successes, however, change remains difficult to pull
off, and few companies manage the process as well as they would like. Most of their initiatives - installing
new technology, downsizing, restructuring, or trying to change corporate culture - have had low success
rates. The brutal fact is that about 70% of all change initiatives fail.

In our experience, the reason for most of those failures is that in their rush to change their organisation,
managers end up immersing themselves in an alphabet soup of initiatives. They lose focus and become
mesmerised b all the advice available in print and online about why companies should change, what they
should try to accomplish, and how they should do it. This proliferation of recommendations often leads to
muddle when change is attempted. The result is that most change efforts exerts a heavy toll, both human and
economic. To improve the odds of success, and to reduce the human carnage, it is imperative that executives
understand the nature and process of corporate change much better, But even that is not enough. Leaders need
to crack the code of change.

For more than 40 years now, we have been styling the nature of corporate change. And although every
business's change initiative is unique, of change. These archetypes are based on very different and often
unconscious assumptions by senior executives - and the consultants and academics who advise them-about
who and how changes should be made. Theory E is change based on economic value. Their O is change based
on organisational capability. Both are valid models; each theory of change achieves some of management's
goals, either explicitly or implicitly. But each their also has its costs often unexpected ones.

Theory E change strategies are the ones that make all the headlines. In this "hard" approach to change,
shareholder value is the only legitimate measure of corporate success. Change usually involves heavy use of
economic incentives, drastic layoffs, downsizing, and restructuring. E change strategies are more common
than O change strategies among companies in the United States, where financial among companies in the
United States, where financial markets push corporate boards for rapid turnaround. For instance, when
William A Anders was brought in as CEO of General Dynamics in 1991, his goal was to maximise
economic value - however painful the remedies might be. Over the next three years, Anders reduced the
workforce by 71,000 people - 44,000 through the divestiture of seven businesses and 27,000 through layoffs
and attrition. Anders employed common E strategies.

Managers who subscribe to Their O believe that if they were to focus exclusively on the price of their
stock, they might harm their organisation. In this "soft" approach to change, the goal is to develop corporate
culture and human capability through individual and organisational learning - the process of changing,
obtaining feedback, reflecting, and making further changes. US companies that adopt O strategies, as
Hewlett-Packard did when its performance flagged in the 1980s, typically have strong, long-held,
commitment-based psychological contracts with their employees.

Managers at these companies are likely to see the risks in breaking those contracts. Because they place
a high value on employee commitment, Asian and European businesses are also more likely to adopt on O
strategy to change.
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Few companies subscribe to just one theory. Most companies we have studied have used a mix of both.
But all too often, managers try to apply theories E and O in tandem without resolving the inherent tensions
between them. This impulse to combine the strategies is directionally correct, but theories E and O are so
different that it's hard to manage them simultaneously - employees distrust leaders who alternate between
nurturing and cutthroat corporate behaviour. Our research suggests, however, that there is way to resolve the
tension so that businesses can satisfy their shareholders while building viable institutions. Companies that
effectively combine hard and soft approaches to change can reap big payoffs in profitability and
productivity.

121. Which of the following is most nearly the OPPOSITE in meaning as the word LEGITIMATE as used
in the passage?

1) legal 2) criminal 3) sensitive 4) invalid

5) regular

122. Which of the following statements is TRUE in the context of the passage?

1) Theory E strategies are more likely to be popular among organisations of Asian countries.

2) Quite often, organisations opt for either of the two theories of organisational change suggested by
the author.

3) Theory E change strategies focus more on maximising economic worth of an organisation.

4) The theories of change mentioned by the author are based on tested methods.

5) None of the given statement is true.

123. The author in the given passage focuses on the following EXCEPT?

1) change not as easy as it appears

2) how to increase portability through organisational change

3) bringing about successful organisational change

4) hindrances in the process of organisational change

5) theories explaining the dynamics of organisational change

124. In the context of the passage, which of the following could possibly be an effect(s) of adopting theory
E, on employees for bringing about organisational change?

1) Employees become more attached with the organisation

2) Insecurity among employees

3) Improved morale of employees

4) Employees resorting to malicious methods to get faster promotions

5) All those given as options

125. According to the author, for organisational change to be successful

1) executives must focus on understanding the process of change

2) organisation must be willing to excuse those involved in the change process, in case it is
unsuccessful.

3) organisational must be willing to spend generously during the process.

4) those involved in the change process must be given specialised training.

5) None of the given options.
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126. As mentioned in the passage, despite best effects, many organisation fail to bring about a change
because

(A) they lose track of important information between the huge amount of information available to them.

(B) they rarely change the roles assigned to employees throughout the change process.

(C) they tend to depend on a consultant, an outsider, who barely known the culture of the organisation.

1) Only (A) 2) Only (B) 3) Only (C) 4) Both (A) and (B)

5) Both (B) and (C)

127. Which of the following in most nearly the SAME in meaning as the word 'IMMERSING' as used in
the passage?

1) engrossing 2) fascinating 3) ignoring 4) saving

5) holding

128. Which of the following is most nearly the OPPOSITE in meaning as the word 'IMPERATIVE' as used
in the passage?

1) optional 2) mandatory 3) significant 4) slight

5) binding

129. In the author's view the best way to bring about organisational change is a blend of theory E and O and
this can be achieved through

1) educating employees on the benefits of employing these theories.

2) creating a specialised team of employees, thorough with these theories, for bringing about change

3) motivating employees

4) modelling successful change process of organisations that employed one of these theories.

5) Other than those given as options

130. Which of the following is most nearly the same in meaning as the word Unconscious as used in the
passage?

1) comatose 2) automatic 3) distracted 4) false 

5) intentional

Directions (Q.131 - 140): In the following passage, there are blanks each of which has been numbered. For
each blank five words have been suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the
appropriate word in each case.

Who estimates that, within the next few years, non-communicable diseases will become the principal
global (131) of morbidity and mortality. The role of diet in the diagnosis of most non-communicable diseases
is well (132). The shift towards highly refined floods and towards meat and dairy products containing high
levels of saturated fats, now increasingly (133) in middle-income and lower-income countries, have,
together with reduced energy (134), contributed to rises in the (135) of obesity and non-communicable
diseases. Because of the global extent of the epidemic, the advantages of promoting healthy diets and
preventing over nutrition should be explored.

The prohibition costs of treating the consequences of over nutrition require that increased attention be
given to preventive measures. Parallels exist between these requirements and the initiatives taken to control
tobacco consumption, from which important. (136) can be learnt, especially with respect to the use
international legal instruments. However, because some of the largest multinational companies are heavily
involved in the creation and marketing of unhealthy foods, the control of these activities presents a (137)
challenge. There is a growing (138) that prevention demands public health actions at both the national and
global levels, ranging from more health education to improved food labelling and controls and the marketing
of certain foods and soft drink. This will require innovative and committed (139) by all (140).
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131. 1) session 2) effect 3) result 4) causes

5) trouble

132. 1) document 2) established 3) aware 4) timed

5) proportioned

133. 1) appeared 2) presenting 3) evident 4) prevalence

5) existed

134. 1) cost 2) expenditure 3) intake 4) savings

5) expansion

135. 1) incidence 2) happening 3) commonality 4) occasion

5) expulsion

136. 1) tutorials 2) lessons 3) practice 4) point

5) habits

137. 1) formidable 2) pretentious 3) alarming 4) enormous

5) solutions

138. 1) need 2) demand 3) association 4) credit

5) recognition

139. 1) amalgamation 2) joining 3) knowledge 4) collaboration

5) information

140. 1) party 2) population 3) politicians 4) segmentation

5) concerned

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE

141. Which of the following places the common data elements in order from smallest to largest?

1) Bit, byte, character, record, field, file, database

2) Database, file, record, field, character

3) Character, record, field, database, file

4) Character, file, record, field, database

5) Character, field, record, file, database

142. Specialised programs that assist users in locating information on the web are called

1) web browser 2) Information engines

3) Data engines 4) Search engines

5) None of these

143. What is the term for unsolicited e-mail?

1) Flaming 2) Usenet 3) Spam 4) Backbone

5) New Group

144. Processor speed is measured in

1) bytes 2) gigabytes 3) gigahertz 4) megabytes

5) kilobytes
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145. Which of the following can be used to select the entire document?

1) Ctrl + H 2) Alt + S 3) Shift + E 4) Ctrl + A

5) Ctrl + K

146. The buying or selling of goods over the internet is termed as

1) e-selling 2) e-buying 3) e-business 4) e-commerce

5) e-transaction

147. What are the programs that block access to selected websites known as?

1) Channels 2) Filters 3) Browser 4) Telnet

5) Drivers

148. Which of the following in not valid version of MS-Office?

1) Office 2000 2) Office XP 3) Office 2003 4) Office 2007

5) Office Vista

149. Which of the following is used to write Web pages?

1) URL 2) HTML 3) Telnet 4) HTTP

5) FTP

150. A computer chip is also called a

1) register 2) switch 3) server 4) modem

5) microprocessor

151. VIRUS stands for .............

1) Vital Information Region Under Siege 2) Vital Information Recourse Under System

3) Vital Information Resource Under Secure 4) Vital Information Resource Under Siege

5) Virus Information Recourse Under Siege

152. Verification of a login name and password in known as

1) Configuration 2) Accessibility 3) Logging in 4) Authentication

5) Subscription

153. Microsoft Word is an example of a/an

1) system software 2) application software

3) operating system 4) processing device

5) input device

154. What does the acronym PDF stand for?

1) Portable Documentation File 2) Portable Document Format

3) Portable Document File 4) Portable Documenting Format

5) Portable Documentation Format

155. Which of the following refers to programs stored in ROM?

1) Hardware 2) Software 3) Peripheral 4) Firmware

5) Freeware
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156. In processing cheques, which of the following PO techniques have Indian banks traditionally followed?

1) VRT 2) OMR 3) OCR 4) Barcode

5) MICR

157. Windows Explorer is the name of

1) a drive 2) a file manager

3) a web browser 4) an internet server

5) a network

158. GUI stands for

1) Graphical Universal Interference 2) Graphic Universal Interface

3) Graphical User Interface 4) Graphical Unity Interference

5) Graph Utility Interference

159. .......... is the process of finding errors in software code.

1) Exchanging 2) Debugging 3) Running 4) Compressing

5) None of these

160. DOS stands for

1) Disk Operating Session 2) Disk Operating System

3) Digital Operating System 4) Disk Opening Source

5) Digital Open System

ANSWERS

1-1;  2-5;  3-3;  4-2;  5-1; 6-3;  7-5;  8-5;  9-5;  10-4;  11-4;  12-1; 13-4;  14-3;  15-2;  16-3;  17-5;  18-3;
19-5;  20-3;  21-4;  22-4;  23-4;  24-4;  25-2;  26-4;  27-2;  28-4;  29-5;  30-3;  31-1;  32-2;  33-3;  34-2;
35-3;  36-1;  37-5;  38-5;  39-4;  40-2;  41-2;  42-1;  43-5;  44-1;  45-1;  46-2;  47-2;  48-1;  49-2;  50-1;
51-3;  52-5;  53-3;  54-3;  55-2;  56-1;  57-3;  58-4;  59-2;  60-1;  61-4;  62-1;  63-4;  64-5;  65-3;  66-4;
67-4;  68-1;  69-5;  70-1;  71-2;  72-4;  73-4;  74-2;  75-3;  76-1;  77-3;  78-5;  79-5;  80-5;  81-1;  82-2;
83-5;  84-1;  85-4;  86-2;  87-1;  88-3;  89-5;  90-1;  91-3;  92-2;  93-1;  94-2;  95-4;  96-1;  97-2;  98-5;
99-1;  100-2;  101-1;  102-1;  103-3;  104-1;  105-3;  106-2;  107-4;  108-4;  109-4;  110-1; 111-1; 112-5;
113-4;  114-3;  115-3;  116-3;  117-5;  118-4;  119-3;  120-1; 121-4;  122-3;  123-1; 124-2;  125-1; 126-1;
127-1; 128-1; 129-5;  130-2;  131-4;  132-2;  133-3;  134-2;  135-1; 136-2;  137-1; 138-5;  139-4;  140-5;
141-5;  142-4;  143-3;  144-3;  145-4;  146-4;  147-2;  148-5;  149-2;  150-5;  151-4;  152-4;  153-2;  154-2;
155-4;  156-5;  157-2;  158-3;  159-2;  160-2.
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